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Online 
Safety 

Awareness

To help prevent the harm, children need to be 
streetwise online. This is sometimes called 
digital literacy, and it has three elements:

ONLINE RESILIENCE

Technical 
literacy -

knowing your 
way around 
technologies 
and having 
technical 

skills;

Media 
literacy -

understanding 
different 

platforms and 
being able to 

judge the 
quality and 
reliability of 

online 
sources;

Social 
literacy -

understanding 
online 

etiquette and 
the way 

things are 
done online.

You can't shield children from all risks online, 
any more than you can offline. 

Not all of those risks have to turn into harm!

v

Online safety Snapchat Yubu Be real Reddit Instagram

Kik Tik Tok Twitter Omegle Whatsapp

Grindr Safe
message

Tinder Discord Twitch 

Exposure to Inappropriate Content
Often our focus of concern is a platform. We 
must recognise it is behaviour that poses the 
risk. The internet helps to facilitate the harm…

Risk may arise as a result of…

Personal 
information 

Live locations 

New features 

Self generated 
images 

Finstas

Content
Viewing

Sharing Chatting 

Friending
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Social media 
considerations

How is the 
account 
verified?

What 
communication 

methods are 
available?

Does the 
platform enable 

location 
sharing? 

How do I adjust 
the ‘Privacy 

Settings’ & what 
are they set to by 

default? 

PLATFORMS
GAMINGGAMING

Gaming considerations…

86% of British parents & carers ignore the age ratings on games, compared to 23% on films. 

Always check the PEGI 
rating for games! 

Name & age rating for 
these games? 

How do you play?

Local - join games with people 
nearby, this is done using the players 
location. 
Online - gives the option of 'Host', 
'Public' or 'Private' .
Host - allows users to host a game 
themselves.
Public - allows users to join in games 
with random players. 
Private - is where you join a game 
with known friends using a code. 
There is also in-game ‘quick chat’, 
allowing you to select automated 
responses.

New Features:
o Discord integration: Connect to 

Discord and easily share your lobby 
room code or join existing lobbies!

o Twitch streaming integration to start 
streaming straight from Among Us!
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Always check the PEGI 
rating for games! 

Name & age rating for 
these games? 

‘In-game/In-app’ purchases

A child may consciously 
make a purchase as they 

know it helps their 
experience or may 

unwillingly or unknowingly 
make a purchase in an 

attempt to return to their 
game when the advert 

pops up

Gambling in Gaming…
There are laws which make it illegal for young people to 
take part in most gambling activities, but there are also 

types of gambling that everybody is allowed to do.

Fun/ Entertainment/ Relax

Social 
Interaction

FOMO (Fear 
Of Missing 

Out)

Challenge/ 
Compete

Addiction/ DisorderGroom/ Exploit 

Escapism

Why do young 
people game?

Gaming Addiction/Disorder

Initial Exposure

An individual’s early experiences with 
gaming, during which enjoyment of and 

perhaps a fascination with such games may 
develop very quickly

Full-blown Addiction

Gaming becomes the individual’s dominant or 
even sole interest. All their free time is taken 

up with gaming, and all their energies are 
focused upon it, possibly at the cost of work or 

academic progress. Dietary and sleeping 
patterns are likely to be hugely affected by 
constant gaming, and the gamer may find 

themselves entirely dislocated from friends, 
family and the real world

Growing Obsession

Gaming begins to take up a central role in the 
individual’s life, with their thoughts becoming 

increasingly solely directed towards gaming 
and other activities and, now, relationships 

becoming increasingly neglected as the great 
majority of the individual’s free time is now 

taken up with gaming

www.uk-rehab.com

Deeper Interest

Gaming begins to take up a position of greater 
significance in the individual’s life, perhaps 
requiring growing investment in hardware, 

software and time. Other activities may begin 
to take on a diminished significance in 

consequence. Key advice for parents:
1. Learn about games they like to play 

together.
2. Find out about who they play with.
3. Use Airplane mode to avoid accidental 

purchases.
4. Use ratings to choose age-appropriate 

games.
5. Agree digital boundaries.
6. Encourage them to think critically about 

what they share and do.
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Reveal 
Location 

Lack of 
control

Could be 
recorded

Live Streaming 

What could go wrong?

Key message for children: Remember… online behaviours 
should mirror how you behave offline

Key message for children: Remember… online behaviours 
should mirror how you behave offline

SHARING PERSONAL 
INFORMATION 

What we teach 
children about 

‘Personal 
Information’

Not just name, age, 
address & school…

Always consider bios on 
apps & usernames on 

games

Are they being tagged in 
pictures, or revealing 

their location on a 
live stream?

How to stop sharing live location on Snapchat
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What is Sharenting?

Sharenting is the overuse of social media by 
parents to share content based on their 

children, such as baby pictures or details of 
their children's activities. 

In the UK, the average parent has 
posted 1,500 photos of their child by 

their fifth birthday

Source: The Guardian

SHARING NUDES & 
SEMI-NUDES 

Indecent images of children
Be aware that children may
take or share photos of
their private body parts,
these photos would likely,
in a legal context, be
considered to be indecent
images of children. If you
are aware of indecent
images of a child, do not
print, forward, save or
share these images, report
concerns…

Abuse online 
(including sexual) 

by people they 
know

Abuse online 
(including sexual) 

by people they 
don’t know

Sending 
information to 
people on the 

devices contact list

The law says: 
Making, 

possessing
and sharing
‘indecent’ 
images of 
someone 

under 18 is 
illegal. This 

includes 
images of 

yourself if you 
are under 18.

Nude or semi-nude 
sexual posing

Hurting someone 
else sexually

Someone touching 
themselves sexually

Any sexual activity 
involving a child

So what counts as an 
‘indecent’ image?

Blackmail, bullying and harm

Nudes and 
semi Nudes
can leave young 

people 
vulnerable to……

Text Here

If images are shared 
with their peers or in 
school, the child 
may be bullied

Bullying

Images posted online can attract the 
attention of sex offenders, who know 

how to search for, collect & modify 
images

Unwanted 
attention

Children can feel 
embarrassed and 
humiliated. If they're very 
distressed this could lead to 
suicide or self-harm

Emotional 
distress

An offender may threaten to share 
the pictures with the child's family 
and friends unless the child sends 

money or more images

Blackmail
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New tool for under-18s to report 
nude photos of themselves online…

Wink

Swipe left and right 
through a bunch of new 
faces and connect with 

people all over the world

Discord

Voice & text chat –
designed specifically for 

gamers

Viber

Lets you text, call, share 
photos & 
video call

Yubo
Previously known as 

‘yellow’ allows users to 
chat and stream –

connecting with people 
close by

Safe Message can be used 
across various messaging 

platforms & allows sender to 
self-destruct messages

Telegram allows 
communication with 

complete strangers and 
promotes secrecy

Yolo, KiK & Tellonym are 
anonymous & do not require a 

phone number or 
e-mail to connect

1 in 2 children have had a virtual 
relationship with someone they have 

never met in the real world. 
90% stated that the internet made it 

easier to explore sexuality. 
‘Valentine Study’  by Ditch The Label.

A child or vulnerable adult exploring 
sexuality is often fast tracked in to an 
adult world of dating, including highly 

sexualised language and behaviour. What 
impact can that have? 

Trolling 

Cyberbullying
Understanding some terms used to describe cyberbullying

Flaming 

Roasting

Dissing 

Harassment 

Griefing

Aired 

Doxing 

Outing 
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PLATFORMS NEW 
FEATURES 

& APPS

NEW 
FEATURES 

& APPS
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How old is the 
person playing 

Roblox?

8

12

Not Sure

EMOJI MEANING CONTEXT
Penis or erection Sexting

Pure Drug selling/ 
buying online/ 
class a drugs

Parents are 
watching

Parent/ carer 
involvement

Anal sex Sexting

Breasts Sexting

Use of drugs Drug selling/ 
buying online

Horny Sexting

EMOJI MEANING CONTEXT
An 8th of cannabis Drug selling/ 

buying online

Drug dealer Drug selling/ 
buying online

Quality of drug Drug selling/ 
buying online

‘Go for it’/ consent Sexting

Erection Sexting

Heroin Drug selling/ 
buying online

Sexual intercourse sexting
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Making 
contact

Meeting/ 
Abuse

Deepening 
Friendships

Becoming 
Friends

Gaining 
Information

Targeting 
on & offline

Grooming

Perpetrators can use digital 
technology to target, groom 

and exploit. 

For example, through social 
media, or targeting through 

YouTube, the latter has been 
used by county lines gangs. 

File Sharing Networks & Risks…

• Streaming sites such as Netflix costs have gone up.
• People surf the internet to look and stream films.
• 75% of the time the video downloaded has a virus.
• These viruses can hack webcams and film the 

person which may lead to Sextortion & Capping. 
• Consider your future online footprint before using 

websites to download videos. 
• Don’t use file sharing networks, use legitimate 

services such as Netflix. 
• Cover webcams with paper. 

Profiles

Many children enjoy the same platforms as adults…

However, to ensure that the child does 
not access unsuitable content, it is 

advisable to create their own profile with 
age restrictions set accordingly – this can 
be changed in the platform settings on 

the ADULTS profile.

*Also review accessibility and 
restrictions on guest profiles!

2021
Nearly all children went online in 2021 (99%)

YouTube or TikTok was the most popular online 

activity among children 
aged 3-17 (95%)

Six in ten children aged 3-17 

played

games online in 2021

More than a third (36%) of children aged 8-17

said they had seen something ‘worrying or 

nasty’ online in the past 12 months

More than a third of 8-17s who gamed online

played with people they didn’t know

A majority of children under 13 

had their own profile

on at least one social media 

app
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MAKING THINGS SAFER

Most risks online come back to Self-Affirmation.

Minimising risks…

Always 
supervise 
children 

when 
accessing 

the internet

Check apps, 
websites and 

search 
results

Ensure 
safety 

modes and 
filters are 

applied

Role model 
safe 

behavior 
and privacy 
awareness

Behaviour in the 
‘online world’

When talking to 
children about 
how they treat 
each other and 
being ‘kind’.

Ensure that 
reference is made 
to their behaviour 

in the ‘online 
world’ too.

Educating Children

What are the 
main areas we 

should be 
covering…

Research Content

Monitor Activity

Promote Yourself

Making things ‘safer’

There are a number of websites, ‘apps’ 
and support lines available to 

Professional’s, Parents/Carers and Children 
to make the online world a ‘safer’ place

But whilst this support may make things 
‘safer’ it is not going to make things 

completely ‘safe’

It is still 
important 

to…
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Enjoy going 
online 

together

8 Top 
Tips

Establish 
clear 

boundaries

Supervise 
your child’s 

use

Consider the 
quality and 
quantity of 

online 
activities 

Make use of 
parental 

online tools

Start the 
conversation 

early 

Choose age 
appropriate 

apps and 
games 

Know where 
to report

www.thinkuknow.com

Support for 
Children & 

Parents/CarersCEOP (Child 
Exploitation 

Online Protection 
Command)

No caller is traced unless at risk of serious or mortal dangerNo caller is traced unless at risk of serious or mortal danger

0800 1111

A chance for a young person to talk to a counsellor who
 treats them with respect about any issue 
 work at their own pace 
 Confidential
 Free 

Many children prefer to talk about their problems 
online, where they feel more in control.

Online Chat

Support - Childline
Keeping younger 

children safe

Search 
Engines... 

YouTube ‘Kids’…

Best ‘Parental Control’ 
software 2022 – PC Mag 

Monitoring online activity

Also check your 
broadband 

provider for their 
monitoring/safety 

platforms

Most platforms/providers have 
their own safety features…

Contact your provider to 
find out more!

ScreenTime
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Setting up parental controls…

www.internetmatters.org Talk to experts from 
O2 & NSPCC

0808 800 5002 
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